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The Australasian Centre hosted the very first National Anti-Dowry

prevalence as

Summit for Human Rights and Health. Overseas Medical Graduate

noted by two

Association sponsored us and The University of Melbourne came on

African leaders. I

board as academic partners. The aims of this National Summit were

described serious

two fold. Firstly, to create awareness on the issue of harms posed by

mental health

dowry across Australian ethnic groups and to highlight why legal

impacts of dowry

protection as recommended by the Royal Commission's

related domestic violence for example Post-Traumatic stress disorder,

recommendation #156 is crucial to protect Australian ethnic women.

Panic Attacks, Major Depressive Illness and Suicidal behavior were

The Recommendation is to make dowry a statutory example of

present in majority of victims.

economic under the Family Violence protection act of Victoria. The
second aim was to have the words “dowry extortion or demands”
included in 3rd National Plan to reduce violence against women and
children

Women who refuse to comply with dowry demands face abandonment
by husbands, uncertain visa status, lack of State support e.g. Medicare
Centre link, for women on 457 and student visa partner visa there is no
support for services. ACHRH and I offer pro-bono support to such

Our research has revealed that dowry related domestic violence is not

women. They also face enormous challenges in claiming back

limited just to the Indian subcontinent. At this National Summit we

thousands of dollars’ worth of gold, cash furnishings. Dowry needs a

heard from speakers from India, African communities; from interstate

mention in Australian Family Laws. In Africa, the men pay dowry to

participants based in Adelaide, Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne. The

their father in-laws. This custom leads to a culture of ‘ownership of

speakers stressed the need to break the culture of silence around

women’, and divorce becomes near impossible. Read more about it in

dowry that devalues women. The dowry she brings measures the worth

this newsletter

of woman, it strengthens patriarchal systems and leads too domestic
and family violence.

Invited VIP guests including Justice Victoria Bennett, and a number of
her Associates from the Federal Family Court. Federal MP's Tim Wilson,

How common is this problem? We desperately need research to

Julian Hill, State MP s Jude Pereira and Georgie Crozier and Nina

determine the extent of this problem. As a guide, in my practice as a

Springle, Asst. Commissioner of Police Dean McWhiter, The Melbourne

psychiatrist, I have consulted several hundred victims from the Indian

University’s academics, lawyers, activists, business leaders and

Subcontinent over the past 4 years and half of them described dowry

interstate representatives from Adelaide, Sydney and Brisbane.

related violence. In African communities, the problem may have similar

Community representatives from African, Turkish, Sri Lankan and
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Indian communities. We were very proud to have a number of strong
women, survivors of dowry abuse and the volunteer team of ACHRH,

From the Board of ACHRH

Dr Ree Boddie of ThinkPrevent and Ms Dipa Rao. NGOs namely AMES,
White Ribbon, and Good Shepherd were present to lend their support.
Please read speech by two African leaders. In addition, a young IndianAustralian Dowry abuse survivor who spoke about her trauma she
faced in Melbourne. I have been repeatedly told stories where the

Dr Manjula O’Connor! She is pictured here
Dr Manjula receiving The Indian Sun’s “Female Person of the Year
2016 Award”. Members of the Indian community voted for her to
receive this highly prestigious accolade. It is a special recognition of
her tireless work against family violence in Melbourne.

Australian-Indian men say ‘it takes $50,000 to keep a new wife from
India for the first year’ and therefore they want compensation. My reply
to those young men “You chose to marry her knowing that this is the
cost of getting married, if you are poor don’t get married. Extortion of
money is a crime. It must stop.”
Ms Dipa Rao ran interactive workshop on solutions to dowry related
problems. All discussions held at the summit were recorded and are
being analyzed by the University of Melbourne’s Academic Team. The
findings will be written up as a paper. It will be circulated to all the
participants before being sent on to the State and the Federal
Governments.
We are grateful to all the participants for lending their voice and very
hopeful this National Summit will provide a pathway to a future
without dowry demands and related domestic violence in Australia.
Please enjoy the newsletter

Exciting News for 2017!

manjula

Ø MCR to be a part of gender equality-training program
for volunteers in Victoria.

Award for Our Centre
Victoria’s Multicultural Awards for Excellence acknowledge
significant achievements and services of individuals and
organisations who have actively supported cultural diversity and
made a positive impact in promoting community harmony.
ACHRH was awarded VMC Certificate of Merit for 2016!! It is an
award for INNOVATION and ACHRH received The Certificate of
Merit for designing the Mutual Cultural Respect Program. This
interactive program raises awareness in culturally respectful
manner around gender etiquette and gender based issues in the
context of multicultural Australian.
You can read more at this link.
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Fear of misuse of dowry -abuse laws is misguided
Dr Manjula Datta O’Connor - Executive Director, Australasian Centre for Human Rights and Health
The Participants who were invited guests, luminaries and VIP s had to

separate bed One mother-in-law told her new daughter-in-law ‘my son

put their heads together and answer the question - is it possible to

will not speak to you until he gets more cash’ who replied back ‘when I

continue the tradition of dowry without harm and how to help those

earn I will give it to him’. Mother-in-law replied ‘no the money must

who are current victims of dowry abuse and in the future.

come from your father (in India)’. This is blackmail. I have heard young

We heard from speakers from India, South Sudan, and other African
communities; interstate participants based in Adelaide, Sydney,
Brisbane and Melbourne all contributed to discussion on “coercive
dowry related demands” and associated domestic violence as being
practiced in many ethnic communities of Australia. The need to break
the culture of silence around dowry was palpable in the room.
I received an email today from a woman saying that new brides will
misuse the laws just as they are doing in India. I did some research and
it turns out to be a false assumption or mis-propaganda that most
women misuse anti-dowry laws. Only about 9% cases are reported to
be false dowry cases and this is on line with general misuse of laws. Any
law can be misused; this is not specific to dowry laws.

men say ‘it takes $50,000 to keep a new wife from India for the first
year and therefore they want compensation. My reply to those young
men is “You chose to marry her knowing this. It is the cost of getting
married; if you are poor and cannot afford a wife then do not get
married. Demands for money is extortion. Extortion is a crime. It must
stop.”
Most women and men will admit that they have met at least one
woman who has been through dowry torture, both in India and
Australia. Dowry demands and extortion is a human rights abuse. Then
why are some opposing this law here in Australia- A law that will help
the vulnerable immigrant women of our community. The research
shows that part of the answer lies in the concept of “Patriarchal
Bargain”. In this system, those who make a deal-to stay silent get

In India fear of ‘misuse’ overlooks the awful fact that one woman per
hour, every day is being murdered for dowry in India according to 2012,

rewards from the patriarchal system- social recognition, social
inclusion, community awards and power. Whereas those who speak out

2013 and 2014 surveys. Yet a handful of women who so called “misused

are castigated, socially excluded, vilified, and made to look like

the law” have been made examples of in the media and in law. The

peddlers of hate and home breakers. In search of personal pursuit of

Indian supreme court in 2005 stated that by misuse of the legal
provisions, the Anti-dowry law (498A) a new legal terrorism can be
unleashed by women. According to the academic Sharmila Lodhia,
Indian patriarchy is being recast in law portraying women as those who
threaten to destabilize the sanctity of the Indian family, and who are
therefore deemed undeserving of the law’s protection.

power, some are willing to sacrifice the human rights of dowry victims.
My private Psychiatric practice figures show that more than 50% of all
domestic violence in Indian community is linked with greed for more
dowry. We need culturally sensitive law that will pick up and punish
culturally nuanced abuse of power. Sometimes generic laws are not
enough. I acknowledge that creating law is only a small part of the

Listening to the Indian-Australian women, I have learnt that the

picture, educating communities both in Australia and in India is key to

suffering, humiliation and misery wrought by dowry demands is

removing the culture of silence around dowry, and getting rid of the

immense. It causes mental illness and suicidal thoughts. Marriage is an

expectations of unearned riches by men and their parents. As dowry

act of trust and love in respectful and equal situation. Money

related violence is also present in other ethnic communities a law to

transactions in the form of dowry as a pre-condition of marriage or

enhance identification, to act as a deterrent and to punish the

making demands after the marriage make it a business transaction,

perpetrators of this crime is clearly a part of the solution.

and devalues the conjugal bond, and trust. It is hard enough living with
the extended family. A silent majority of mothers-in-law is caring and
make sure they support the couple in bonding process but many others
out there are less so. I have heard stories of evil mothers-in-law who
sleep with their sons while the new wife sleeps on the floor or in a

I hope our Politicians and Policy makers will protect the vulnerable
women with culturally sensitive laws. We hope we will get national and
state laws. We trust Premier Daniel Andrews will keep his word and the
Victorian Government will enact the Royal Commission into Family
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Violence’s recommendation #156. Dowry Demands will become a

The workshop aimed to find answer from the participants as to what is

statutory example of Family Violence Protection Act of Victoria.

the best help for dowry victims. Is it possible to continue the tradition

Aside from the community members, education for police, judiciary,
the service providers and doctors will be needed. Very often, the
doctors are the first point of contact for victims of dowry violence. They
can do a lot to help by identifying and referring appropriately. It was
therefore a matter of great honour that the Overseas Medical Graduate
Association sponsored this National Anti-Dowry Summit and have

of dowry without
harm? Please read
more about
‘Reflections on the
workshop’ by Dipa Rao
in this newsletter.

committed to work together with ACHRH to fight the scourge of dowry
and domestic violence

Reflections on the workshop
Dipanjali Rao - Workshop Coordinator

The National Anti-Dowry Summit comprised of a two-hour workshop,

The case study posed questions to the participants as to how the

designed for participants to both express their individual thoughts, and

survivor could have better been served, and how Australia can better

to engage and discuss with other participants. The participants were

help women in her situation in the future. Drawing from their

organised into groups so that each group was represented by a variety

experience and expertise, participants put down their thoughts, and

of occupations - academics, lawmakers, service providers and members

then the discussion was opened up among the groups. The room was

of the medical profession. Each table also had one dowry abuse

abuzz with activity as participants got the opportunity to address each

survivor. A case study that centered on a woman who has experienced

question individually and as a group. The groups were tasked with

dowry-based abuse was presented. Although the woman was a

working with other participants in the group and drawing on each

fictional character, the case study was based on real life experiences of

other's knowledge to come up with recommendations for each

women who have experienced dowry abuse.

question posed to
them. Towards the

Feedback from a participant – Emma Macey Storch
(documentary filmmaker)

end, a nominated

“Congratulations to Dr Manjula and the team at ACHRH. The antidowry summit in December was a truly amazing and heart-warming
experience. From the hard hitting personal stories we heard to the
shocking statistics often ignored - it was clear that everyone at the
event felt hope and a real commitment to see things change.”

group presented the

person from each

recommendations
for each question to
the rest of the
groups. All the
content generated in
the workshop will

Dipa Rao and Amy Piedalue from University of
Melbourne explaining how the workshop will run.

form part of the
research project being undertaken by Melbourne University.
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Spotlight - Dowry Related Violence Issues in African
Australian Communities of Queensland
Sharon Orapeleng, Executive Committee Member – White Ribbon – Queensland; Member – National CALD
Reference Group – White Ribbon

Background
Across the African continent, the tradition of the dowry remains a key pillar of unifying a man and
woman in marriage. Among the Southern African tribes, the process is known as Lobola. In Nigeria it
is called Ikpo Onu aku Nwayi, and in the East African state of Tanzania it is referred to as Mahari.
The practice of paying what is known as the bride price was borne from the cattle-based wealth with
the more cows being paid a reflection of status of the groom’s family. This bride price in African
context is a payment or compensation for what is known as the “loss” of a daughter in the family as she goes to settle with her new family and
husband. Bride price is seen as a gift and in today’s society, this gift has transformed from typically livestock to money equivalent and other significant
gifts.
Issues
Africans in diaspora including African Australians still uphold this practice of paying for the bride, although there are current discussions that this
practice is outdated and has lost its significance as women tend to be victims at the hands of callous husbands who mistreat their wives because they
say they have paid for her. This does not mean that mistreatment of wives did not occur in the past, however with the increasing standard of living
and the status of the economy it places more pressure for the groom and his family to pay more for the bride price resulting in increasing issues with
dowry related violence.
Increasing marriage dissolution is not only a problem of Caucasian Australians but many people in the migrant communities are faced with same
problems that often lead to marriage breakdown. Although there is not systematic collection of data on marriage breakdowns in Australian migrants
and the factors leading to divorce in this cohort, there are many anecdotal evidence especially in the African Australian communities that often
expectations that comes with the practice of paying for the wife plays a significant role.
The traditional roles of between a man and a woman are often different from the place of origin. In Australia, women are able to obtain education, get
a job and do anything to be a contributing member of the Australian community. This often causes adjustment problems with the men who still
believe that because they have “paid” for the woman, she must continue to do as he says.
The process pf negotiating dowry often puts a lot of pressure on the woman and her family. In African context, the marriage is not only between a
man and a woman but it’s a marriage of families’ even communities. There are often increased demands for the exchange of gifts, which can also lead
to competition from other wealthier suitors for the woman’s hand. Rather than marriage based on love the family may pressure the woman to marry
the man who is able to pay more for the dowry. This pressure from the family and often communities on the bride often leads to the bride “losing her
voice” and accepting a less favourable husband based on the economy rather than love. When issues happen in the marriage, the bride often has
nowhere to turn for support or help because the family’s interest will be for her to work it out than leave as in many cases they will be unable to pay
back the dowry.
Upon dissolution of marriage, the groom and his family often seek for the return of the dowry, and this often causes many issues including dowry
related violence.
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Most African Australian women experiencing dowry related violence will not seek help due to the very public nature of dowry payments and
community expectations. The negotiations involved in marriage dissolutions are often very traumatic for the woman as in most cases she will be
blamed for the problems that have led to the dissolution of her marriage. She may be asked to “do as the husband says” and work on the marriage.
What needs to happen


There is a need to have a conversation with migrant communities including African Australians to determine how prevalence are dowry
related issues, the impact it has, and where people can get help when there are issues of dowry related violence.



The practice of dowry cannot be banned in the African context as it was meant to be a gift for the daughter to the family and most families
this is still the case, however the economy-based marriages of the modern times has significantly changed this practice.



Clear definitions of what dowry related violence look like and community awareness is needed.



National guidelines for migrant communities and those working with migrant communities around domestic violence on dowry related
violence need to be developed.



Targeted research to better understand the problem
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Dowries enshrine and perpetuate gender inequality
Duku Atuko

My views and thoughts are based on my pastoral work and concerns rather than as a representative of the South Sudanese community as this
community is a diverse cultural mix and not all of them share these concerns. I would want to argue in this paper that dowry payment, wherever
practiced, is a system that establishes, enshrines and perpetuates gender inequality. Most Australians have long forgotten the practice as it seems to
have died a natural death. Nevertheless, the practice has again resurfaced in Australia mainly among emerging migrant communities. Various
governments, if at all aware, have largely neglected or paid a blind eye to the problem, for the sake of being consistent with multi-cultural policy
wishing to not be seen as interfering in peoples’ cultural practices. I come from one of such an emerging group - the South Sudanese community.
I am glad that the Victorian Royal Commission Report into Domestic Violence, 2016, has mentioned dowry, for the first time, as a cause of gender and
domestic violence. The report however, does not go into much detail as to how the dowry system affects every aspect of life in the communities
where it is practiced. I was born and raised in such a system and I want to share my experience and views with the hope that it can shade more light,
on what is often hidden or unknown to most people in societies that have long stopped practice of the
dowry system.
In my pastoral work, I have spoken to a number of recently married young people who have expressed
concern in the ever increasing amounts of money demanded in dowry, some of which I have witnessed. I
share their concerns.
The amount demanded various from one cultural group and family to another and ranges from $20,000
to $80,000 excluding other expenses for the wedding or marriage ceremony. This is often too much
money for a young couple intending to start a family, let alone a newly arrived unaccompanied minor.
Let highlight my concerns based on my own family. My mother having been bought by dowry did 75% of
domestic duties. She used to wake up early and went to work on farm with my father till noon time. By this she shared in the remaining 25% of nondomestic duties. After farm work, she returns and starts the cooking, doing everything which went with that - including preparing and grinding or
pounding, collecting water and firewood, doing the washing for everyone in the family which included extended relatives. If she got any help it was
often from the girls.
In addition to her heavy domestic work, my mother gave birth to a new baby every two years.
Unfortunately for her she had to nurse four pairs of twins and three other single born. All these
within war, displacement and refugee life. Her life finally succumbed – and died before any of her
children became adult. When the children were born, it was mostly my mother’s responsibility to
practically care for us. My mother also had to obey and meet the demands of my father, who
used to go and drink every single evening. Such demands would include allowing him to control
family finances, even if she worked for it. Sometimes she must stop doing anything even for the
kids and attend to his needs first. And if she wanted to go for a visit, even to her own relatives
and family, he had to grant such permission.
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If my mother refused to comply in any of these, my father had the right to discipline her by beating. As
a child, I don’t remember any occasion in which she left home because of a fight or quarrel with my
dad. The general norm was, once dowries were paid, a wife is expected to bear with the ‘reasonable’
demands of a man.
I would wish to think of this as something in the past. But it isn’t.
In my pastoral work, I have heard of men who have gone back to marry from their countries of origin
and paid lots of dowry. The married woman then joins her husband, settling in Australia. Last year one
of such woman was beaten severely for not doing as she was told and later died of her injuries. She
had only been in the country for six weeks. It betrays the trust of authorities and any upright thinking
person that the partner who is entrusted with orienting his ‘loved’ wife to life in here would end up as her killer in such a very short time.
In one of the congregations, it was reported that three women had died over the last five years in what was clearly seen as dowry related domestic
violence. A well published case is that of Suzil Oghia in October 2016. After a temporary separation the perpetrator partner was told, if he wanted to
resume his relationship, he would have to pay the family dowry1.
Apart from the direct threat of violence, dowry payment has some serious impact on the mistreatment of women and preferential treatment of
children based on their gender.
Women are often treated as slaves or as men’s property. They have to work harder and longer, and bear children as many as it is practically possible
even if their health is failing. The dowries paid had to be recovered in economic terms.
Since women are seen as property, a man could have as many as he or his family can afford. This increased the marginalisation of the woman within
the context of being one wife among many. She has to justify herself for her husband’s marital love, as his privileges become more pronounced.
The attitude that wives can be bought through dowry and can be controlled, dismissed or
replaced by another at the husband’s will gives some men permission to not only abuse their
wives but to put them under increased and constant physical risk of injury, particularly if he
already has another woman in mind.
The dowry system allows women rights to be trampled upon. Once a woman is married, all
she is and has and will have technically belongs to the husband’s family. In the event that he
dies, she and any properties are to be inherited by the husband’s brother. In most cases, when
it came to making decision in critical circumstances her views are not considered. In Australia,
this means a woman cannot own a house, a bank account, a car or even learn to drive.
More disturbing is the well-documented issue the girl-child lacking behind in education in
third world countries. This can be attributed to dowry-related discrimination. When financial
resources get scarce, the boy-child had to take preference. In my family, my father only sent the boys to school. Girl-child education was seen as not
serving the long-term interests of the family, once they got married away.
Forced and child marriage are caused by dowry more than anything else. Parents who are in financial need or simply greedy for money can often enter
some sort of arrangement to have their young daughter married off for the best financial return. The younger the girl the less resistance she can be.

1

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/woman-told-friend-she-had-a-feeling-she-would-be-killed/news-story
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Men who have married very young underage girls have ended up in Australia through the migration system, and I come across many of these once
teenage mothers still suffering the psychological impact. In Australia, often young girls are taken for ‘a holiday’ which ends in confiscation of passport
and forced marriage.
The dowry-system, where it is practised has been in place for time immemorial.
No one understands why it was instituted. In almost all South Sudanese cultures, dowry payment is how marriage is customarily legalised. For some it
is spiritual in the way that they seek to meet the unpaid dowries of dead ancestors.
In whichever way one looks at any dowry-system in any culture, even with the best of intentions, in my opinion, it is a system that establishes,
enshrines and perpetuates gender inequality regardless of whether it is paid by the groom’s or bride’s family. It should be seen for what it truly is – a
system that promotes gender discrimination, exploitation and violence in what should be an intimate, mutual and loving relationship.
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Speech by dowry abuse survivor
Thank you Manjula Mam for giving me this opportunity to share my nightmarish experiences of abuse at the hands of my ex-husband & in-laws in
Melbourne.
I belong to a cultured educated Punjabi Sikh family from India. Unfortunately, it is true that sons are considered more valuable than daughters in my
society. The family believes that daughters are a burden and that they are ‘paraya dhan’ that is, not belonging to the family. The parents are mere
custodians of the daughter, hence the huge pressure and feeling of responsibility of the parents to get her married.
So it’s natural for the girl from very early age to dreaming about her future family & about the future husband. I too had similar feelings, hopes and
dreams of a loving family and an ideal husband. But I never knew that this beautiful dream of mine will be shattered and turned into a nightmare soon.
I am a Professional and I always wanted a career and become independent. My family and I decided upon a match on a matrimonial website as this
family belonged to the same caste, social standing and culture as we.
After meeting the parents, I had couple of telephonic conversations with him and he came across as quite a generous human being with culture and
values. I said “YES” and he agreed to come to India to meet up. We agreed to celebrate the marriage during the visit. We were married in a simple
manner in a temple. I felt blessed that my in-laws welcomed me into their family like a daughter.
However, a day before he was to return to Australia, he asked me to ask my parents to fund him to buy a house in Australia. When I expressed my
shock, he got angry and verbally abusive. My parents had no option but to give in and gave his parents cash. After he left, his parents became more
demanding. If their demands for a lavish party, expensive gifts for their family and relatives and furnishing their son’s house in Australia were not met
then they threatened me, I could not join my husband in Australia. My parents gave into their demands as they were very scared about my future.
Overall, my parents incurred a total expenditure of $150,000 on wedding and jewellery worth even the expenses for my honeymoon were given by my
parents. I had no friends or relatives in Australia and had to bear the sexual, emotional and psychological abuse all alone. My mother-in-law
demanded cash from my parents to furnish our new apartment in Australia but I refused.
He took away all money that my parents gave me. He wouldn’t give me even one dollar. I got job far away from home. He would keep calling me
through the day and did not permit me to work overtime. I was also forced to give up most of the salary I got.
When things became very difficult for me, I decided to tell my parents everything. They were very upset and booked the first flight they could get. He
was enraged and tried everything to stop my parents’ visit, threatening violence. He would harass me to pay his credit card bills and house loan. One
day I refused and he became extremely agitated and began to beat me and choke me. My husband called the police and told them that I was trying to
kill him. Two police women arrested me and issued an intervention order against me. The police did not believe me that I was, in fact, the victim.
I could not return home after being released by police. I was in night clothes and had no money or credit on my phone to make a call. I slept in train
stations for three nights crying and considered committing suicide several times as I saw no hope since there was not a single person I could appeal for
help. Then began another part of my journey of my life, as I tried to pick up the threads of my life all over again. It has been a traumatic experience but
one that has been worth it, re-building my career, my self-confidence, my self-worth, and most importantly, belief in myself.

Our Anti-dowry ambassadors
Sadhna Smiles Telstra Business
Woman 2013 and Rohini Kappadath
Telstra Business Woman 2015
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Australia’s first anti-dowry
summit held in Melbourne

Dipanjali Rao

Dipa is an IT professional whose interests lie in politics, gender and development. She enjoys singing, music and cooking and
tends to buy books she never reads

Anti-dowry summit calls for national laws against the practice
Australia’s first anti dowry summit held in Melbourne yesterday renewed calls for a national law against dowry extortion. Organised by ACHRH, the
Australasian Centre for Human Rights and Health, the summit gathered academics, legal professionals, service providers, politicians and members of
the medical community in a workshop setting to talk about dowry and its impact, and how the system could better prevent violence and help
survivors.
The practice of dowry is an ancient tradition whereby a bride brings an agreed amount of property or money to her husband on their marriage. If a
marriage ends, the husband usually keeps the valuables.
It is not known how widespread marriage dowries are in Australia, but the practice remains common in south Asia, the Middle East and Africa.
Dr Manjula O’Connor from ACHRH called for a federal law against dowry demands.
“We want laws that make it a civil or a criminal offense to extort dowry,” O’Connor said. “We can’t ban dowry, but we can prevent people from making
such demands,” she said.
“The problem is the dowry is given in India and it is left in India with his parents… but the marriages are breaking up in Australia. So it is creating a lot
of judicial kind of issues.”
Dean McWhirter, Assistant Commissioner of Victoria Police, who opened the
event, said that Victoria Police have identified that the police force needs better
education on the issue on dowry demands, especially in relation to incidence of
family violence. He called for detailed research into the incidence and prevalence
of dowry.
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The forum also heard from a survivor who talked of her abuse at the hands of
her ex-husband and in-laws in the face of escalating dowry demands. The
system failed her, and she spent three days and nights at train stations,
unable to go home because the police slapped an intervention order against
her based on an allegedly false report of violence by her ex-husband. She and
her family ended up paying $45,000 to her ex-husband’s family in addition to
the wedding expenses, and she has been unable to recover $50,000 plus
worth of her jewellery.

Acknowledging the bravery of the survivor in speaking up, Greens MP and spokesperson for Family Violence Nina Springle said that community
support and education on this issue is paramount. However, we could do more by way of understanding communities, she said.
“Victoria is lacking in our understanding of cultural competence, and the fundamentals of collectivist and individualist cultures, and how challenging it
is for these two spectrums account the needs of survivors from collectivist cultures to interact,” she said. There may be a need to change the structural
responses to cultural issues like dowry to take into account.
Recommendation 156 from the Royal Commission Against Family Violence was made as a result of a submission by ACHRH. It recommended that the
examples of family violence be amended to include dowry related abuse. The Andrews Labor government in Victoria has committed to implement all
the recommendations of the Royal Commission. The results of the workshop at the anti-dowry summit will form part of a research project on dowry
by Swinburne and Melbourne University.

You can read the Indian Link article
written by Dipanjali by clicking on the
marriage picture.
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Cultural awareness training for new migrants
Rachel Kleinman
Published: December 4, 2015 - 6:00PM
The following story was found at http://www.theage.com.au/national/cultural-awareness-training-for-new-migrants-20151203New migrants arriving in Australia should undergo cultural awareness training about issues such as family violence, child abuse, and sexual
harassment and drink driving, a migrant advocacy group says.
NN

The call follows a survey of Melbourne migrants that identified large gaps in their knowledge of laws relating to such issues.
A group of 212 migrants received training from the Australasian Centre for Human Rights and Health on legal requirements and cultural expectations
related to respectful behaviour towards women and gender equity. Some other legal issues, such as drink and drug-related driving offences, were also
addressed.
Tanzanian Joy Khamis, 28, who currently lives in Geelong on a student visa, said the training provided a lot of information about "things that could get
a person into trouble in Australia, things they might not know otherwise". She has been in Australia since 2013, and said it would have been more
useful to receive the training when she first arrived.
Of the students and permanent residents who took part in the training session, called Mutual Cultural Respect, 79 per cent said it improved their
knowledge of Australian laws. Some had already lived here for several years. Of the participants, 83 three per cent said it improved their
understanding of community standards.
The centre for human rights and health was founded by Manjula O'Connor, a psychiatrist and Melbourne University associate professor who treats
migrant women facing family violence. Dr O'Connor said people from other cultures needed education.
"Of course their values will be different. They need support to learn about the social and cultural values of mainstream Australia," she said. Dr
O'Connor wants the pilot training scheme, funded under previous federal Social Services Minister Kevin Andrews, rolled out more widely.
Controversy about Australia's capacity to integrate new arrivals has reignited in the wake of the Syrian refugee crisis and the Paris terror attacks. A
Department of Social Services spokesman said refugees resettled by the humanitarian program underwent a cultural orientation program. There are
no such requirements for people coming to Australia on student, family or skilled migration visas.
Australia received 190,000 migrants on skilled visas and family visas in 2014-15. On June 30 this year, there were also 375,500 student visa holders in
Australia. In addition, the country accepted 13,750 refugees in 2014-15.
Kevin Andrews launched the Mutual Cultural Respect evaluation report in Melbourne on December 9., 2015
Support Us
ACHRH is an NGO and as such relies heavily and extensively on
the mission partners and the wider community for support. If
you would like to support us and get involved in any way then
please do contact us, either via the website:
http://www.achrh.org/
Or Facebook (click
the image to follow
the link):
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VMC Certificate of Merit for Mutual Cultural Respect Program.
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WHERE TO GO FOR HELP


POLICE IN EMERGENCY -- 000



YOUR GP -- they are helpful, easy to reach, they will refer you to the right place.



NATIONAL SEXUAL ASSAULT, DOMESTIC AND FAMILY VIOLENCE
COUNSELLING SERVICE -- 1800 RESPECT



INTOUCH MULTICULTURAL CENTER AGAINST FAMILY VIOLENCE –
1800 755 988



WOMENS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CRISIS SERVICE (WDVCS)
24 Hour state wide line 1800 015 188



MEN’S 24 HOUR REFERRAL SERVICE
1800 065 973 (FREE CALL VICTORIA ONLY)



VICTORIA IMMIGRANT AND REFUGEE WOMEN’S COALITION
03 9654 1243

virwc@virwc.org.au, www.virwc.org.au


WOMEN’S INFORMATION & REFERRAL AGENCY (WIRE)
03 9348 9416

inforequests@wire.org.au


DR MANJULA O’CONNOR, FOUNDING DIRECTOR ACHRH
03 9654 5271

manjula@achrh.org
WHY GET HELP?
 Domestic Violence damages our culture
 Domestic violence breaks our homes
 Domestic Violence causes:
o Anxiety,
o Depression,
o Suicide,
o Homicide in women, men and children
WHAT CAN YOU DO?
 Support those who may be victims
 Encourage victims to seek help and become survivors
 Encourage perpetrators to seek help
 DO NOT BE SILENT ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Say No to Domestic Violence
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